
33 SOCIAL SELLING TIPS

BY SOCIAL SELLING THOUGHT LEADERS



Social Selling is the process of using your professional brand to 

the telephone and email changed the landscape and made sales 

When stats are put out that 90% of decision makers no longer 

Going in “cold” is no longer a viable solution for sales 

to get introduced to decision makers has proven to have a much 

What this tells me and thousands of other companies is that sales 

Sales professionals that play the long game and start by adding 

can be used as either a soapbox or a mountain top to stand on to 

FORWARD
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“Going in ‘cold’ is 

no longer a viable 

solution.”
Koka Sexton
Senior Social Marketing Manager, LinkedIn

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @kokasexton



A Social Seller uses their social media to try to sell their product or 

-

continue to be a part of your social media because you’re giving 
them a reason to be there and it’s not “Buy This” or “Clearance

 

ARE YOU A SOCIAL SELLER OR ARE YOU A RELATIONSHIP MARKETER?
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“Are you building

social media?”
Andrea Lindal

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @lexabicom



competition and all other intelligence that can help you position 

Salesperson:

Client:

Salesperson:

Client:

Salesperson:

Client:
Salesperson: “Thank you so much for offering to make these 

Client: 
Salesperson: 

GET MORE CLIENT REFERRALS WITH LINKEDIN
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“LinkedIn is a searchable 

rolodex of all your 

connections’ connections”
Brynne Tillman

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @socialsaleslink



1. A Micro-Marketer

2. A Visualizer 

3. A Value Driver

saved and used for drip marketing and other social marketing 

social selling is essential in today’s ever-
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Chris Carlson

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @solutionselling

SUCCEED WITH SOCIAL SELLING IN A BUYER 2.0 WORLD



curated newspaper

shares content 

focused on leads

reviewing their

Advanced Searches

FROM LA TIMES TO TRIGGERS ONLINE: A SOCIAL SELLING TRANSFORMATION
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“Using LinkedIn, he focuses on

leads with whom he can get a

introduction or referral.”
Celina Guerrero

LinkedIn:
Web:

Twitter: @socialtosales



selling is an evolution not a revolution - so the concept should not 

propositions to customers have and their respective buying Social is a component in a sequence of mediums required to be a 

SOCIAL SELLING: EVOLUTION NOT REVOLUTION
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John Dougan

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @intrepid_sales



Climate and home value differences clearly played in favor of my 

professionals familiar and largely open to investment 

properties from me; some hired me to manage their properties 
and some have asked me to look for additional deals that meet 

CASHIN’ IN ON LINKEDIN: SOCIAL SELLING IS FINDING, CONNECTING AND ENGAGING
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Gary Kissel

LinkedIn:
Twitter: @yrlinkedincoach



The direct component of social selling is leveraging social 

The indirect component of social selling is about building your 

talking about the theory of something but actually giving 

yourself as an industry expert by sharing information that is 

WHAT IS SOCIAL SELLING ANYWAY?
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“Are you building

social media?”
John Barrows

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter:



1. Social Selling is not the same as Social Media. A lot of 

2. LinkedIn changes… a lot.

3. Corporate LinkedIn strategies involve more than individual 
LinkedIn skills. 

corporate implementation also includes training sales managers 
-

3 LESSONS FROM 3 YEARS OF LINKEDIN SALES TRAINING
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Kurt Shaver

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @kurtshaver

“Social selling is not the 

same as social media.”



1. Listen for buying signals from elsewhere in organization. Think 

2. Follow and listen to their peers. Who else on their team is 

3. Follow and listen to their direct reports. 
prospect is likely to delegate research and recommendations to 

-

4. Follow their company. Someone inside your prospect’s 

them that helps them participate in the corporate goal and look 

5. Follow their competitors. 

get an alert every time your prospect’s competitors change their 

6. Use Google Alerts, Ofunnel and LinkedIn to watch their 
activity online anywhere.

SOCIAL SELLING PROSPECTS AREN’T SOCIAL
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Matt Heinz

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter:

“Listen for buying signals

from elsewhere in

organization.”



dependent on sellers for information and as a result shifted the 

While tools and developments in technology have brought 

SELLING WAS ALWAYS SOCIAL
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“But this is really more

about state of mind

than anything else.”
Tibor Shanto

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @tiborshanto



Net net:

Concrete stats from a tweet: 

So where does this take us?

Net net. Take a break from all that thought “sharing” to turn 

TWITTER FOR SALES REPS: BIG HAT - NO CATTLE
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Trish Bertuzzi

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @bridgegroupinc

“The average per-tweet 

engagement rate is roughly 0.1-

0.3%”



should continue to focus on social selling or social media 

becoming a “social business” and creating an experience that 
WOWS throughout the entire customer acquisition and retention 

Customer Experience = Sales

brands earning a rating ranging from OK to very poor from their 

Experience Matters

Why aren’t more companies focused on experience?

phased approach for integrating the right processes into your 

-

THINK BIGGER THAN SOCIAL SELLING
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Barbara Giamanco

LinkedIn:
Web: 

Twitter: @barbaragiamanco



There are many companies today that understand “social” as the 

THE SOCIAL SELLING OPPORTUNITY IMPACTS ORGANIZATION AND CULTURE
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“Data shows that buyers

are online and on

social networks.”
Jordi Gili

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter:



Respect

Relationships (Trust)

Revenue

THE THREE R’S: RESPECT, RELATIONSHIP AND REVENUE
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Marge Bieler

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @rareagent



Stage 1 – Answer customer questions on your company blog

Stage 2 – People visit your site

Stage 3 - Fill out form

Stage 4 – Become a lead 

Stage 5 – Sale 
Once the lead has been contacted by the sales person then a high 

What to write about?

Cost and price are one of the least talked about things on a

HOW CAN BLOGGING HELP YOU SELL?
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Chris Heffer

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter: @theotherhef



shortcuts are often taken and means that more potential buyers 

them from your connections database as a lost potential and keep 

CAN YOU KEEP TRACK OF BUYERS?
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“The only thing you

can shoot for is

trust.”
Michael de Groot
LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @stayingaliveuk



When researching your company and your products and services 

-

-

contacts that can not only become advocates for you and your 

USING LINKEDIN FOR BUSINESS PROSPECTING SUCCESS
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Edward van der Kleijn

LinkedIn: 

Twitter:



-

Trust goes up. 

Corporate = dull!

Look in to my eyes. 

Engagement is key. Corporate updates are not that easy to build 

It’s SOCIAL media!  

Being yourself and expressing your brandonality is far more social 

WHEN ONLY BEING YOU WILL DO!
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Sam Flynn

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter:

“Would you rather talk 

to a real person

or a logo?”



-

feeling like a stranger and it’s easier to reach out to them and 

SOCIAL SELLING ON LINKEDIN - A DISTINCTIVE RECIPE
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“The secret sauce

is the research.”

Viveka von Rosen

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @linkedinexpert



Leveraging

Intelligence Gathering

Knowledge

Engagement

Strategy

SOCIAL SELLING - LOVE IT OR HATE IT, YOU GOTTA LIKE IT
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Logan Nathan

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @logannathan

“A lot of us on

social media behave

like stalkers.”



The fact that the internet has made it so much easier to connect 

- And generate sales leads

hardcore seller can ruin opportunities by simply transferring his 

-

Social selling doesn’t make a poor salesperson 

SO TELL ME: WHAT IS SOCIAL SELLING, ACTUALLY?
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Dorte Moller Madsen

LinkedIn: 

Web: 
Twitter: @dortemm

“The sales framework has

changed and therefore, sales

departments need to adapt.”



Social selling is an important part of sales but it takes much more 

WHO ARE YOU ONLINE IS WHO YOU ARE
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“Customers care about getting 

their problems solved.”

Jeb Blount

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @salesgravy



opportunity that presents itself in this era of social selling is the 

Be a thought leader. 

Leverage social media to be a more effective networker. Connect 

point them to an online discussion among peers in the same 

Mobilize advocates to surround buyers with social proof. This can 

SURROUND YOUR BUYERS WITH SOCIAL PROOF
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Julie Weill Persofsky

LinkedIn: 

Web:
Twitter: 

“Surround your prospects with

the right peers and the right

information.”



of both his number of quality connections and his updates he has 

Richard to provide a valet service for one vehicle as a test of the 

Richard shares updates that are of value and interest to his target 

WIN NEW BUSINESS WITH GREAT CONTENT ON LINKEDIN
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Kate Nankivell

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter: @linkedinkate

“He is more than happy to 

be leaving cold calling

behind him.”



The opportunities to engage in social media conversation are 

need to be sure that your social media supports and integrates 

Using your value proposition as a guide to developing your social 
-

and engagement techniques to deliver value and be part of the 

and piece of content that you use on your social media platforms 

is this piece of content adding something useful to the 

higher recognition and engagement impact of the value 

IS YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION “SOCIALIZED?”
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Lisa Dennis

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter:



-

Access to information

Business as usual

The bottom line

NO KISSING ON THE FIRST DATE!
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Amar Sheth

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: @amarsheth

“The consequences of

inaction can be

devastating.”



Social Selling goes far beyond the idea of sparking the sales 

about the evolution of communication channels going back to 

social media as part of their sales process outperformed their sales 

I WOULDN’T KNOW SOCIAL SELLING IF IT HIT ME OVER THE HEAD
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Jill Rowley

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter:

“Build your personal brand is

social seller.”



our capacity to consume or digest information is the same as it 

information and content that is coming at a pace greater than 

There may be some truth to those perceptions but there is also 
the opportunity to drive actual return-on-investment business 

digital and social media and the ability to develop stronger 

-
ing the latest infographic and unsourced digital statistics someone 

-

“DINOSAURS”
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Sulemaan Ahmed

LinkedIn: 

Web:
Twitter: @sulemaan

“There must be real engagement

from CEO’s, Founders and Senior

Executives.”



but it does make sense to consider trying this strategy out if you 
are also a business selling to other businesses because it does 

Content

LinkedIn

addressing for those seeking products and services in your 

Twitter

-

THE SOCIAL SALES TRIFECTA
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Lori Richardson

LinkedIn: 

Web:
Twitter: @scoremoresales

“Talk about the

world your buyer 

lives in.”



1. Reference the success of known brands

2. Point to relevant industry surveys

3. Track opportunities generated or nutured via social

-

and incorporate them into already-existing processes used in their 

SELLING SOCIAL SELLING TO THE EXECUTIVE TEAM
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Anneke Seley

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter: @annekeseley

“It’s time for

executives to face

reality.”



skills and anything that requires them to get outside their comfort 

1. Listen

2. Promote

3. Show you care

4. Create conversations not communication

So before you say you don’t do social media or selling on social is 

SOCIAL SELLING: LEARN HOW TO BE SOCIAL, YOU ALREADY KNOW HOW TO SELL
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Brian Fanzo

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter:

“Remember that attention

and trust are hard

to gain.”



gather more information than ever and have any issues resolved 

1. Pre-empt.
and try to capture as many data points from all the different 

2. Allign.

3. Accept. The other important component is to accept that this is 

desk as long as they have the mobile tools and access to respond 

SOCIAL SELLING OR SOCIAL SERVICE?
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John Golden

LinkedIn:
Web:
Twitter: 



1. Highlighting promotions.

2. Educating your buyers. What information do you have that can

3. Announcing new products. 

4. Monitoring customer experiences. 

5. Resolving customer problems. 

6. Encouraging evangelists. Are you responding to the social 

-

7. Researching competitors. 

8. Asking questions.

prospects causes them to feel more emotionally connected to 

valuable ideas and feedback about 

TEN THINGS YOU NEED TO BE DOING ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Don Cooper

LinkedIn:
Web: 
Twitter: @doncooper

“It’s time for

executives to face

reality.”


